Agnihotra in New Zealand
Workshop Tour Nov 2011

Workshop in small rural community, Awhitu, Nth of Auckland

Radio interview Auckland   Koanga Farm   Big crowds- Art of Living
Lee & Frits travelled through the Nth & Sth Island of NZ teaching Homa Therapy.

There were big crowds and small but overall lots of people took up Agnihotra and it feels now like Homa Therapy is truly established in NZ. Fifteen workshops were organised and 4 more were spontaneously added to the itinerary. We also had 4 radio interviews and 2 or 3 newspaper articles published.

Art of Living people are taking to Agnihotra in good numbers and with deep respect for the science. In Auckland we stayed with Nirmala D'Souza who organized workshops with AOL people and in Wellington Raj Vinod Anand facilitated a workshop attended by many AOL people. We also conducted 2 workshops, at the Steiner school in Ellerslie,, organized by Darryl Sang. Here key members of the biodynamic movement took up Agnihotra and have since been introducing Agnihotra to more organic farmers. At a workshop with the Theosophical Society in Palmerston North participants commented that they had not experienced such potent transformational energy for a long time. At Havelock Nth there was a big crowd. It was organized by two Agnihotris, Patricia Iversen and Corra, an organic farmer. Both have had profound experiences with their Agnihotra practice.

The main instigator for our teaching tour in NZ was Kay Baxter, a leader in organics and heritage seed saving in NZ. She runs Koanga Institute and organic farm situated in a secluded, remote valley at Hawkes Bay. Kay is very supportive of Agnihotra due to the positive effects in personal well being and in growing food. Three community members took up Agnihotra, much to Kay’s joy as she now has support in adding Homa to the organic farming practices. We will hear more from Kay as she is a keen experimenter and is presently conducting brix test trials on various organic methods including Agnihotra and ash application. We did a day long practical workshop on Homa farming applications at Koanga including making Homa biosol liquid fertilizer. Koanga community are now making Agnihotra patties for sale.

In the South Island we went to Golden Bay. It is an alternative area and many people including a lot of young people into organic gardening and alternative living took up Agnihotra.

We continue to receive requests for Agnihotra kits from New Zealanders.

Making Homa Biosol at Koanga Institute and Organic farm
Agnihotra support people in NZ affiliated with Homa Therapy Association of Australia.

For supplies and info contact Om Shree Dham, certified Homa Therapy Centre for your region. www.agnihotra.com.au  omshreedham@agnihotra.com.au

To experience Agnihotra in your area contact:

Auckland: Daryl Sang  darryl@sang.co.nz

Nirmala D'Souza  dsouza.nirmala@gmail.com

Wellington: Raj Vinod Anand  rajvinodanand@yahoo.com

Havelock Nth: Patricia Iverson  patricia.iversen@gmail.com

Masterton: Hella Coenen  hellacoenen@gmail.com

Hawkes Bay: Kay Baxter of Koanga Institute  kay@koanga.org.nz

Shane for cowdung supplies: rushshanerush@gmail.com

Hamilton: Katherine Pavlovich  kpav@waikato.ac.nz

Nelson: Cally Stockdale  cally.stockdale@clear.net.nz

The potency of Homa grown medicinal herbs

Homa Herbs, herbs grown in Homa atmosphere, have a great potency of healing power.

Chitiananda took up Agnihotra at least 15 years ago when we did a workshop at her place in Mt Gambier SA. After a gap in practicing Agnihotra she decided to reignite by staying a few days at Om Shree Dham over the New Year. She is an intuitive person and shared with us many of her insights into the profound nature of Om Shree Dham’s energy field. A couple of days into her stay she twisted her ankle and it quickly became very swollen. It was so painful she needed help with walking. We made a poultice of pounded up comfrey leaves, Agnihotra ash and ghee and wrapped her ankle. The next day the swelling and inflammation had cleared up completely!

John Finnel from the US was one of those Wwoofers who intended to travel all over Australia wwoofing at different organic farms but once he hit Om Shree Dham and experienced the healing and uplifting effect of Homa on himself and on the plants he ended up staying on for four months. He never ceased to wax lyrical about the life force and superior taste in the food grown at Om Shree Dham and he marveled at the potency of the medicinal herbs. He could not take chamomile tea during the day as it would be like a sleeping tablet.
Chitiananda with the comfrey that along with ash healed her foot over night.

John Finnell with the chamomile that acted like a sleeping pill!

At Homa Therapy Centres, where Homas are performed daily, the life force in the plants, animals and atmosphere is tangible.
EMF distortion neutralized by Homa

Fire Hut at Om Shree Dham next to power transformer

Over the years we have had many people passing through Om Shree Dham, Homa Therapy Centre here in the Hunter Valley, NSW. Some people who are sensitive to the radiation of high voltage power lines have noted with surprise that our Fire hut is positioned right under an electricity power transformer. However, on going inside the hut all have commented that they do not experience any EMF distortion.

Recently Jake Wearing from Victoria visited Om Shree Dham and brought with him an EMF Tri field meter capable of measuring magnetic output, so we had the opportunity to measure EMF on our property. The results confirmed what people have been experiencing over the years. However, the test done was on a casual basis not according to scientific protocol.

Jake had told us that the EMF meter measured high readings around Power transformers. We asked him to take a measurement right under the transformer and next to the meter box. This is right next to our Fire hut. To our astonishment the dial on the meter did not move. It stayed on nearly zero. - see photo above and Fig. 2 & 3 below.

Not until approx 50 meters away from the Fire Hut under power lines did the meter start to register EMF (Fig. 4). We held a glass of Agnihotra ash water above the meter, to see if it would make a difference. To our delight and surprise the dial plunged close to Zero (Fig. 5).

Further, Jake noticed that whenever Frits or I moved close to him to view the meter, the dial...
went down. We remembered Shree Vasant telling us that the energy fields of consistent Agnihotris would be healing. When Jake who had not been a regular performer of Agnihotra held the meter under the power line, the dial registered EMF (Fig. 4). We then felt inspired to see what would happen if he drank the ash water. Low and behold the dial moved down close to zero!

![Figure 1: Outside of Om Shree Dham property on the public road under power lines the registers quite high EMF. On low sensitivity setting.](image1)

![Figure 2: Jake Wearing surprised after measuring zero EMF at our Fire hut next to a Power transformer.](image2)

![Figure 3: The meter registering zero EMF. Taken next to the Power transformer. Colours have been contrasted to show up dial.](image3)

![Figure 4: Approx 50 meters away from our Fire hut under power lines, the meter on a higher sensitivity setting is registering low level EMF.](image4)

![Figure 5: Jake holding a glass of ash water above the meter. He is standing under the power lines 50 meters away from the Fire hut. Meter reading plunges to near zero in proximity to ash water.](image5)
News of Fukushima and a reminder of the importance of Agnihotra and ash medicine as antidote to radioactivity

Many of you would have heard the wonderful anecdotal evidence of how Homa Therapy neutralizes radioactivity. The most radical evidence occurred at a Homa Organic farm in Austria after the Chernobyl nuclear accident. All milk had to be tested in Austria for radioactive contamination after the radioactive cloud passed over Europe and indeed all milk was highly contaminated. However the milk from the Homa organic farm run by Karin Heschl measured the normal background levels of radiation.

Today I came across alarming news in ‘Insight ‘ magazine, June issue, 2012 about radioactive pollution in the Pacific ocean due to Fukushima nuclear accident:

‘.................testings done since the tsunami in 2011... ...show that the complete ecosystem of the Pacific ocean is now poisoned with radiation and we aren’t being warned. This means you need to question the origin of ALL sea food,..........................Cesium levels in the ocean initially went up to an astonishing 45 million times above pre-accident levels, then declined rapidly for a while, but have now unexpectedly leveled off- remaining stuck at 10,000 times above pre-accident levels. This means the ocean is not diluting the radiation as expected because if it had been the cesium levels would have kept falling.’

Shree Vasant regularly informed us that taking Ash medicine and regular performance of Agnihotra would protect us from radioactivity, but also act as an antidote to radioactive poisoning. Regular performance of Agnihotra protects our property and ourselves by acting like a shield against harmful radiation.
Miraculous healings with Agnihotra ash

Michelle recovers from fluid retention
Michelle Leaver was suffering with fluid around her knees. It was so painful it made walking difficult and crossing her legs impossible. On the advice of Agnihotri friend Karuna Coleman she started rubbing ash and ghee ointment into her knees. After the third night of massaging the ash salve she started getting relief and noticed that her knees were reducing in fluid retention. After 10 days of ash salve she was walking normally, the swelling had reduced dramatically and she could actually cross her legs.

Michelle able to cross her knees

Remi recovers from severe facial acne
Michelle’s daughter, Remi had severe acne. She is 20 and had been suffering this condition for about a year. It was knocking her confidence around and she was not wanting to go out. She also started to use the ash salve and a miracle happened. After only 3 applications to her face, keeping it on overnight, the angry, red & infected acne was clearing up. Her confidence has returned and she now feels able to face the world.

Karuna recovering from stress and digestive discomfort.
Karuna Coleman, pictured below recently visited Om Shree Dham Homa Therapy centre for some healing after experiencing some stressful circumstances. She stayed approximately 10 days. As well as undergoing palpable release of stress through the rarified Agnihotra atmosphere at Om Shree Dham (See before and after photos below), Karuna cleared up digestive discomfort by nightly rubbing ash and ghee into her abdomen.

Karuna, on arrival. Karuna after 1 day at Om Shree Dham
Karuna’s dog, Archie recovers from being paralyzed by a paralysis tick

“My dog suffered a fatal paralysis tick. The vet had wanted to charge me several thousand & would not guarantee that he would recover as he was in third stage of poisoning [that’s pretty bad for a dog!]. He was so weak & had very little movement in his back leg and was frothing from the mouth from the poisoning. I started to drop colloidal silver made with ash water into his mouth & massaged his tummy & back continuously with the ash & ghee ointment. I started to feed him food heavily laden with ash & ghee & Himalayan salt ... he could barely swallow but I continued the ash water...every two hours. I could see in his eyes that he knew I was trying to help him and he didn’t struggle at all, taking the water. As each day went by his strength grew and you could see the life coming back into his eyes... He completely recovered within 2 weeks. Now every few days I still give him ash & ghee in his water”.

Ash stories from Herbalist and Agnihotri Vicki Green in SA

Severe welding burn
Powdered ash was applied & used 2x daily, then wrapped in cotton healed in 6 days, no scarring!
Diarrhea
drink 1/2 teaspoon ash mixed with water; half a glass 250mls every 1/2 hr usually works well.
Oily Hair
Ash mixed into conditioner for oily hair, at first its still oily then scalp seams to adjust itself & becomes shiny, balanced healthy hair; amount about 1 teaspoon to 250 mls conditioner, include taking 1/2 teaspoon ash 1 time per day too.
Foot tinea
Ghee & ash rubbed on after daily bath/shower, then cover with sox until soaked into skin. Is effective usually within a week.

Vicki: “People always say they feel good at my place where I regularly perform Agnihotra. It’s the feeling of the place. Others say the energy is good here. I know it’s the blessing of Agnihotra with the occasional full & new moon Tryambakam Homa an hour or so here that creates an harmonised environment. My eternal gratitude to Shri Vasant & Om Shree Dham for this service to us all!”
W.A. gets fired up
Agnihotra workshops April 2012

Two long time WA Agnihotris -
Sian Chua and Darlene Leeson
with Lee Ringma
performing sunset Agnihotra at Steve Browne’s organic farm, Nth of Perth.

New and old Agnihotris brought their Agnihotra kits to perform their first Agnihotra or refine their practice.

3 workshops: 1 introduction and 2 practical were held here, at a central hall in Perth.
The key instigator and sponsor of the tour in Perth was an Art of Living teacher, Lavinia Scott Sellars. Thank you Lavinia!

Workshop in Fremantle at Suse and Dwayne’s home. These lovely young people have been working for the Man of the Trees project introducing trees to the wheat belt in WA

So inspired by the effect of Agnihotra on their wellbeing, they are now travelling looking for their community or land to live a Homa lifestyle.
Homa Therapy is now being taken up by different groups worldwide such as Art of Living and Sai Baba people. It is a wonderful development symptomatic of the universal nature of Homa Therapy and the unity consciousness that is spreading. Light workers are uniting!

Another key facilitator of workshops in WA this time, was Ramon Quek who runs a Sai Baba centre in Canning Vale. Due to his enthusiasm and conviction there were 3 gatherings organised by Ramon where many people took up Agnihotra. Three weeks after taking up Agnihotra practice Ramon felt moved to go to Uluru to perform Homa at this major planetary energy Centre.

Ramon is originally from Singapore where he founded an Aged Care Home called Swami Home in Singapore. On the 13th of May, the birthday of Shree Vasant, (preceptor of Homa Therapy) 20 Singaporeans performed 20 Agnihotra Fires for the elderly there. Betty Khoo, committed Agnihotri, living between Malaysia and Singapore instigated this healing event.

Twenty Agnihotra Fires at Swami Home Singapore
May 13th 2012

Adi Ringma and Betty Khoo singing a victory song. Betty visited Om Shree Dham to experience a Homa Therapy Centre early this year. On returning home to Singapore through Perth she met up with Ramon and events flowed from there firing up Perth, Uluru and Singapore. Thank you Betty and Ramon for your determination to actualise Agnihotra and to inspire others to do the same.
Up and coming Free Homa Therapy workshops

Victoria - Long weekend in June 8th-11th  For details see the website

Sydney - July

Tasmania - August

WA - Oct. Due to demand for Homa Therapy, Lee will be travelling again to WA in October to conduct workshops and would like help to open up doors in the rural communities as far South as Denmark.

Contact us for details, also if you can network - omshreedham@agnihotra.com.au See www.agnihotra.com.au (workshops).

Donations welcome

Donations support the work of spreading Agnihotra around the world. Our non-profit organization has no paid staff; all work is done by volunteers. Homa Therapy Association of Australia is nonprofit however donations are not tax deductible.

Donations using PayPal: omshreedham@optusnet.com.au

By mail: Homa Therapy Association of Australia
P.O. box 68 Cessnock, NSW 2325

Donations by direct deposit: please email us or phone us for details.
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